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*: data minimisation or its double. “adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary”. They must be representative (various) and enough.
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Autonomous Cars



Regulation (EU) 2019/2144

"automated vehicle“, “fully automated 

vehicle“: “designed and constructed 

to move autonomously without any 

driver supervision”

Autonomous Cars



Mariupol theatre; children

Lethal Autonomous 
Weapon Systems (LAWS)
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Lethal Autonomous 
Weapon Systems (LAWS)

Autonomous Cars

Can these machines decide 
to run over a pedestrian or 

spare a civilian target
?



I'm sorry Dave, I'm afraid I can't do that
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αὐτονομία

Habits and customs

Rules and laws

τά νόμιμα 

Νέμω, I distribute
Θεσμοί, 
τίθημι, I set out, 
assign
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Habits and customs

Rules and laws

judicial decisions from previous cases: case law

νομολογία
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Technology as
«instrumentation of human 

action» [1] or even as 
“human behavior” [2] that 
transforms society and the 

environment.
Structured/ing behavior that 

exerts agency.
From 

«humans in the loop»
To

«computers in the group»

[2] Devon, Richard and Van de Poel Ibo (2004) Design Ethics: The Social Ethics

Paradigm. International Journal of Engineering Education

[1] Johnson, Deborah (1985). Computer ethics. Englewood Cliffs (NJ), 10, 102926.
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